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Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｕ Issue (Phenomenon) Occurrence condition

x - -

x
Operation may not be able to done by scrolling face search
result at Face search tab of Face search monitor function,
repeatedly.

While using with WV-ASE231W.

x

Display only 100 attribute information (from old one) instead
of displaying up to 1,000 in the list of registered faces, and
unable to edit the 101th and newer registered faces (no
problems on 101th and newer face matching alarm
notifications).

1. On version 1.00.
2. Using with WV-ASE231W and WV-ASF900.
   Note: Nothing problem combination with WV-
ASE231W and WV-ASF950.

x A face image managed by a slave server may not be
displayed.

x Name of realtime alarm and remarks on second unit (and
after) may not displayed properly.

x - -

x - -

1.42
1.03

Apr., '18
U x - -

2.00
Aug., '19 U x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -
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1st release for WV-ASF950.

Improved from previous model that displaying the camera tree of the face search
monitor correctly when creating a tree structure with multiple same cameras in the
Genetec device tree.

1.40
July, '18

Fixed.

Fixed.

Fixed.
On WV-ASE 231W is used, WV-ASF 950 is
configured as master / slave server and encryption
function is enabled.

Fixed.

Improved displaying the camera tree of the face search monitor correctly when
creating a tree structure with multiple same cameras in the Genetec device tree.

1.41
Dec.,'18 B

Supported a new function, Unregistered Face Detection, on WV-ASF950 Ver2.00.

Improved the GUI for product registration.

Added attribute information of registered persons and remarks on the HTML output
of alarm history.

2.20
Jan., '20 U

Improved to display all the search results of specified face search range set for the
search condition instead of the maximum number of 512 items in the previous
version.

Improved to display a square frame on the face image for alarm to be distinguished
in Face Matching Alarm History.

2.10
Nov., '19 U

Changed company name;
from "Panasonic Corporation" to "Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions Co., Ltd."

In the confirmation screen when registering a face, Added a pixel size display of the
face size was added in addition to the current face frame display.
Also added a message to prompt using another face image if the size of the image
were smaller than the recommended size.

This document describes software package upgrade for WV-ASE231, Facial_Recognition_System_for Genetec.

1. Release version： 3.10
2. Release Note Reference Number： WV-ASE231_for_Genetec-007
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x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -

x - -

3.10
Jan., '21 U x - - Added the 90 days trial function available after the installation of WV-ASE231,

without license registration and restriction.

Improved the face detection performance for face mask wearers when registering
face images.

3.00
Dec., '20 U

Added search by category function to the [Alarm search] tab on the face search
window.
Note: Available after upgrading facial recognition server WV-ASF950 to V3.00 or
later
Added the [Quick registration] button to the [Alarm], [Alarm search], and [Face
search] tabs to improve the operability.

Added the [Suitable example] button to the "Face image Evaluation" window for the
reference of applicable or not applicable images to improve the operability.

Added alarm icons to the "Select area" window to clarify the target for alarm,
regardless of detection mode (Registered face/ Unregistered face detection) to
improve the visibility.

Added scroll bar to the face search monitor so as to improve the operability on a
low-resolution monitor (1280x800 or lower).

Improved the "List of registered faces" window so that it can be moved behind other
screens.
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